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THESIS STATEMENT 

The body of this program sets out the need, 
scope, an4 background for a winter sports trai~ing 
center to be located in the central Rocky Mountains 
of Colorado. It will consist of multiple structures 
accommodating all aspects of the athlete's needs. 
While it is designed around the amateur athlete, it 
will be made available for the professional athlete as 
well. The center will give American athletes the 
competitive edge when participating in international 
competitions. From this I have chosen to name the 
center; The Competitive Edge. 
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CHAPTER 1 
lNTRODUCfiON TO 1HBSIS 

. 8 

For years· the American athlete has been 
. for~<l to endure hardships both in living and training 
coQditions because of lack of adequate facilities. · 
This is because the athlete has little time away from 
his education. He cannot fmd affordable housing and 
few job opportunities are available near the training 
facilities. The problem is compounded if the athlete · 
is involved with winter sports and cannot afford 
housing in the condominium atmosphere of the 
present winter resorts. The central thrust of my 

.. ~ thesis wiU be to design a winter sports training center 
to provide immediate assistance to the ailing training 
system available to the amateur and I or professional 
athletes of this country. 

The training facility will accommodate a 
community of about 500 athletes. This will satisfy 
both the current and the foreseeable future need for 
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winter sports. All athletes will reside in this small 
community which will embrace most of needs. The 
goal of this· facility will be to train athletes for their 
competition. Training should be aided greatly 
thro~gh the competition and comradery of fellow 
athletes striving for the same goals. The facility ·cano: 
be of assistant to both the Olympic ~d professionals; 
serving as an excellent proving ground. 

The site will accommodate 500 people 
comfortably with room to expand. One square mile 
should prove adequate to provide current as well as 
the future campus. The site will be near a mountain, 
adequate for skiing, with complete skiing facilities of 
it's own. The facility site will be located close to a 
large city so that athletes can find jobs and I or . 
education opportunities. With this criteria, the· area 
of Denver/Boulder should be ideal. The s~cific area 
wiil be selected after further and more detailed 
exploration of the vicinity. 

The facilities to be focused on for specific 
design for my thesis project are as follows: 
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Illustration 1-Most ski areas 
focus around the main ski lift and 
l~ge. 

VILLAGE CENTER 
The village should be the functional 
center as well as the center of attention. 
The village center should contain 
facilities the inhabitants rely upon daily. 
The village center will include 
restaurants, entertainment center, small 
lbeater, three multi-purpose rooms, all 
administrative offices for the training 
facility, ticketing facilities, a gymnasium, 
a skating rink,locker room facilities for 
both men and women, warming area, 
and a small retail mall(lO shops). It is 
my intent to design these functions as 
the core under one roof. My research 
indicates that all winter sports facilities 
to date have been formed around a very 
small core of functions delivering food 
and service on a daily basis. For 
example, the Vail ski area, currently 
used to train winter athletes, started 
around the main ski lift. As time passed, 
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more facilities were added, but at 
random and not well plann~d. The result 
was a facility which does not have unity.· 
The village center would be the core of 
the village. The issues of the village 
center will relate to pedestrian access 
and egress, casual mood and 
incorporating materials indigenous to th~ 
area that require little maintenance. It 
would be described as "natural" to it's 
setting, drawing from the rich heritage of 
the late nineteenth century gold rush . 
days. 

LONG TERM APARTMENTS 
Apartments should be provided for the 
athletes who are making the community 
their home on an annual basis. These 
units should house approximately 450 
athletes allowing room for expansion. 
These long term apartments will 
approximate the present day 

1 1 
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condominiums, with additional space 
provided for a work station to tune 
equipment, area to study, and adequate 
storage for equipment. 

TEMPORARY LIVING QUARTERS 
T~mporary quarters should be provided 
for approximately 50 visiting or short 
term athletes that plan to stay 1-2 
months. These will be either dormitory 
or apartment style quarters. with a 
central reception and meeting area. 
Quarters for the short term athlete will 
require special attention to storage 
needs. Space allocation will be 
restricted to absolute necessities, yet 
accommodate the athlete comfortably. 
The use of balconies and I or loft spaces 
can be incorporated to help overcome 
the limited space available for the short 
term visitor to the training facility. 

12 
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The above facilities are the focus of my 
thesis project. It is my goal to design a complex that 
will be on the cutting edge of winter sports training 
centers. My research indicates that no facility of this 
type has been constructed. The individual building 
types are found in mos~ ski resort areas, but must be 
planned and adapted for this function. The Village 
Center must be the focus of the facility that ties the 
entire village together. Site planning issues will 
include parking needed to both living quarters and 
the vil~ge center. Creating a pleasant environment 
throughout the site will also be of interest to the 
designer. 

Provided with the site plan, but not a 
design focus in my thesis, are buildings which would 
be incorporated in the fully developed community. 
These are buildings which will add support to the 
area and need placement on the site masterplan; so 
that when they are built the entire site will function 
properly. 
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CHAPEL- A small chapel should be 
provided for non-denominational worship in the 
community. 

PARKING- Parking should be provided 
· for all athletes, employees and visitors of the 
community. 

For this complex to function, year-round 
activity must be incorporated. Such facilities as an 
oqtdoor track~ bicycle and joggi~g paths, swimming, 
as well ~s other training activities should prove 
helpful in this endeavor. Space for expansion should 
be studied and researched for future use. 

The architectural issues of this thesis 
deal with a wide range of criteria.. The following is 
a description of the issues in each space. 

Athletes must be provided with 
adequate living quarters. Each athlete should be 
provided with living arrangements which are easily 
accessible to The Competitive Edge training facility. 
Each unit should provide the athlete with room for 
the athlete to perform the basic functions of his day. 
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Central issues here are siting the housing relative to 
the other facilities, as well as how the housing will 

. encollrage athletes to relate to one another. 
Temporary quarters must be provided · 

for the short term athlete. These athletes should be 
provided quarters to meet the athlete's daily needs~ 

They should not be simply places to stay, but should 
give the athlete a sense of belonging to the training 
facility. Issues at hand for the temporary quarters 
are sleeping, studying and social relationships. 
Storage and parkin·g will be incorporated. Spatial 
concerns for both private and public spaces will be 
studied. 

All grounds in and around the 
community of both short tenn and long term housing 
should be carefully planned. Architectural issues of 
the housing development will be those of urban 
design, inter~community relations, as well as 
architecture that is inviting to the pedestrian. 

Training facilities will be readily 
accessible to the athlete. The purpose for the athlete 
to be. at this facility is for training. Therefore, all 
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training facilities should be kept close to housing. 
The athlete should be able to focus on training 
without outside frustrations. Frustrations brought on 
by .cumbersome treks from housing to activity, 
buildings or village . . Poorly thought-out storage and 
equipment maintenance facilities, un-inviting spaces, 
both public or private. These are the issues to be 
resolved in the design phase of my thesis. 

The area must look like a training 
facility. A dingy and poorly lit room is not conduciv~ 
to training, study should be done towards the aspects 
and requirements of the modem day training facility . . 

The athlete must be provided with 
adequate facilities to maintain himself so he does not 
need to travel long distances to buy such things as 
groceries or other personal needs. The design issues 
in this area are those of pedestrian shopping design. 
A series of approximately ten retail shops are called 
for in the thesis statement, such a development will 
become a small mall area. The modern day 
shopping mall will have several requirements to be 
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followed, as well as several design options to be 
considered. 

The village center will house several 
muhi-purpQse rooms to act as classrooms and 
gathering areas for all the inhabitants of the area~ 

Pesign issues for these spaces will be that a 
. community center. The athlete must be able to use 
this space for many activities, calling for a versatile 
area with open spaces. 

Restaurants . and other such eateries 
should be provide in the village center. The athlete . 
should have a range of entertainment and eating 
options open to him. The issues of these facilities are 
their placement, design, as well as capacity of each 
to adequately serve all visitors, staff, and athletes of 
The Competitive Edge. 

A central training and competition ice 
rink will be required. The rink should be provided 
with adequate seating for spectators to witness any 
competition the area should choose to offer. The 
design issues of this area are those of the placement 
of the ice rink within the community. Also involved 
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Illustration 2-A landmark of 
any kind will help the village center 
become an enjoyed space. 

are the issues of how the spectator will enter and 
·. ~xit the arena, as well as designing a seating 

arrangement which will be ideal for . both the 
spectator and the athlete. The arena should be sized 
~ufficiently for the function but not loose the intimacy 
of the small training community it serves. 

Care should also be given to the design 
of the pedestrian spaces between the housing, 
training facilities and the village center. Plazas, 
fountains, benches, and appropriate landmarks should 
be installed to give the pedestrian environment. 

The village center will also incorporate 
all necessary offices for the business functions of the 
area. Design problems of these areas includes 
where to place these facilities. General office design 
is not a central problem in this thesis but should be 
given adequate though for a functional design. 

Environmental fit- Careful attention will 
be given to the facilities impact on the existing 
environment. 

Economics- A key issue in the design 
will be that of economics. A phasing order of 
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construction may be necessary. Funding 
commitments will be established at the same time 
land acquisition is made. · 

Organization- The organizational 
· problems of this project are many and complex. 
Creating the community or village atmosphere is 
dictated by a well organized site plan. Sighting them 
too close will create an overcrowded atmosphere, 
while setting them too far apart will loose human 
scale. 

Construction methods and materials will 
be considered during the design phase. Simple 
methods of construction using natural local building 
materials will facilitate the most construction for the 
dollars expended. Creative details can be 
incorporated into simple methods of construction. 

Content and fit- Content and fit sum up 
many of the other concerns. With a design, each 
aspect should be in content and fit with both the user, 
client, and region. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
DEFINING TilE NEED 

20 

Over the years the American athlete has 
suffered when compared to other nations athletes. 
The reasons for this are many, but as research is 
done with the issue the common denominator shows 
it to be the lack of training facilities. Studies have 
been done that clearly shown this conclusion. The 
Russians have always been known for their expertise 
in ~the Winter Olympics. To better design an 
American training facilitY it would likely be of value 
to know more about the training habits of the 
Russians. The Soviet Union has undergone 
numerous changes in all respects of life and politics. 
The one aspect of life that would not change is the ·"' 
competitive spirit of the soviets. Over the course of 

· Russian history there has always been interest in 
many different events, with mostly Russian 
aristocracy taking an active part. With the fall of the 
Zhar in 1917, the Russians were thrown into a period 
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HSPS 

SPS 
SODS 

SCYPSS 
CYPSS 

Figure 3 
Schools for talent 

SBS = sports boarding school 
HSPS = higher sports proficiency school 
SPS = sports proficiency school 
SODS == sport-oriented day school , . 
SCYPSS = specialist children's and young people s sports 

school 
CYPSS = children's and young people's sports school 

Illustration 3-This chart shows . 
the structured Soviet training system for 
youngsters. 

of change, one which wQuld fmd practically all forms 
and aspects of life changing. Much thought was 
given to discontinuing all athletic competition as part 
of the purge of the aristocracy. This was not to be, 
.as Russians, all Russians, found sport to be an 
enjoyable diversion from work as well as life in 
general. I 

Throughout the years the Soviet people started 
to become very interested in health and hygiene, as 
propaganda told them that this would create a better 
and stronger country for all. Over the years the 
Russian people embraced this ideal and practically 
everyone who could participated a sport, this was in· 
the 1920's. By the mid-thirties, Soyiets of all ages 
were participating in all types of athletics, and as the 
government saw the success of their propaganda 
venture, they began to see that athletics kept a very 
squelched population happy as well as patriotic. 
Being this a fact, the government began programs for 
the athletes, a very structured program, as is 
customary for all Soviet ventures. This program 
shows exactly how Soviets dictate their athletics to 
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fit jnto their society.2 With this concept of physical 
activity, goals were set: 

"The ultimate 
goal of physical 
culture in our state is 
to prepare the 
younger generation 
for a long and happy 
life, highly productive 
labour for the be11efit 
of society and for 
defence of their 
socialist homeland." 3 

With this concept for athletics 
firmly in place, one would think that the Soviets had a 
structured training program; they do. One would also 
estimate elaborate training facilities throughout the 
nation. No such facilities are available to the ordinary 
worker. What the Soviets do have is a teared 
program for potential athletes. While 75% of the 
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Soviet schools do not hav~ athletic facilities, every 
town is equipped with a central public gymnasium and 

. grounds. Children who show promise are sent to 
"schools for talent". From these schools come 
Russians' finest athletes, ones ·with the taste for 
victory compounded with the ability it takes to 
achieve the high goals that were set for them long 
before they were bom.4 

This study of the Soviet training 
system illustr~tes that the American formula will not 
be arrived· upon simply by copying the Russian's 
methods. It is obvious that their ·tiered system of · 
training their young could never work in this soCiety. · 
The young American athlete finds it bard enough to 
live a normal life without being shipped to a training 
school at an early age. Parents, who are concerned 
about their child receiving a quality education, would 
also never allow this system. The options left for 
training the American athlete are . few. While the 
athlete is between the ages of 6-17, he must find daily 
training at his respective school. On weekends 
though, he could still find use for such a training 
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facility as The Competitive Edge. Such a facility 
could be used for special events ~d competitions, 
giving the high-school athlete a goal: to be a resident 
athlete at such a facility. For the older athletes, the 
center will provide a place for athletes to generate a 
national pride, which the Russian athletes have found 
to be a core of their motivation to achieve. 5 

All Soviets sign a contract, one between the 
U.S.S.R. and the athlete. At the top of this contrac~ is 
written "ALL WORLD RECORDS MUST BE 
TAKEN BY SOVIET ATHLETES." To most 
Americans this statement would mean little to 
nothing, and would subsequently be forgotten the next 
day. The Soviet, on the other hand, view this as a 
supreme calling and will stop at nothing to achieve the 
pledge. Weight lifter Vasilii Alekseev has attributed 
fully half of his eighty world records to various 
political events as well as the pledge. 6 

It is apparent, the fire, not the fonnula will 
bread athletes of world class nature. The Soviets 
have a fierce sense of national pride, nothing is for the 
athlete. It is to bring honor to the name of the Union 
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of Soviet Socialist Republics. Athletes will do many 
things for a cause which they will not do for 
themselves, therefore this sense of nationalism is 
almost invincible.? 

Though the technique is not to be studied, the 
drive behind the athlete does posses merit. What · 
could possess the athlete to drive himself beyond his 
limits is a study the U.S. Olympic committee has · 
taken to task. The Steinbrenner report studied the 

· pressing is~ues of the struggling American Olympic 
program. The issue that seems to come to the top of 
all other issues is that of training facilities, or lack 
there of. Without the training facility to train our 
athletes together, the commission found that the 
American athletes only saw other American athletes 
at competition; where instead of binding together in a 
national unity they were posed against one another. 8 

To enable an architect to design, he must first 
understand the user of his project. When an 
understanding of what the user expects from the 
facility is derived, then the facility can be designed to 
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properly serve. To get a broader view of the athlete's 
training procedure, this paper will take a look at both 
the right and the wrong way to train an athlete. For 
the wrong method, take for example the Russian 
athlete Vladimir Kuts. The headlines on august 1975 
r~ad: 

Colonel Vladimir Kuts, an 
OJltstanding athlete who 
brought honor to soviet 
sports at stadiums the world 
over, died today after a long 
and serious illness.9 

The story of Vladimir Kuts was one of an 
athlete fresh out of the Russian talent school program. 
As an athlete Kuts was a very fast runner with· 
excellent stamina, all the right stuff for any athlete. 
Kuts also had a third attribute to help in his search for 
excellence, a driving force within himself which would 
not allow for loosing. Kuts' coach, Grigorii Nikiforov 
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bad tbe training plan which he knew would carry 
Russian athletes to their very peak of performance. In 
August of 1054, Kuts, who had been running over 40 
kilometers a day, began to cover the same distance 
broken up into shorter segments. He would do five 
lengths at 2000 meters each and ten at 1000, all faster 
than long distance speed, and finish with ten 600 
meter dashes and thirty at 400 meters. Coach 
Nikiforov was fully convinced that his variational 
workout, in combination with an athlete the likes of 
Kuts, had given him a sure-fire record breaker. 

To justify the system scientifically, Nikiforov 
developed a theory The athlete's body should be 
capable of bearing any overload if artfully manipulated 
by diet, message, sleep, training schedule, and proper 
psychological environment. Early every morning 
Nikiforov made Kuts a bowl o~ oatmeal. Every grain 
was scrupulously strained for impurities. At lunch he 
would feed him boiled chicken. He supplemented this 
according to elaborate schemes with proteins, 
carbohydrates, and vitamins C and A. 
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Kuts evolved into something that no longer ate 
but simply carried out the physiological process of 

.· ingestion; that no longer slept but took part in a slow~ 
· down of cardiovascular activity. 

After two months and 1600 miles of workouts 
on a track, Kuts was transferred out of the stadium to 
ten 2000 meter heats in heavy anny boots with ~ 
sandbag on his back. In the afternoons, Nikiforov 
would. ~ollect twenty-five athletes to run 10000 meter 
relays against Kuts alone. 

Kuts later said in an interview that "Nikiforov 
seemed like an executioner--determined to break me 
down, body and soul. What he was actually doing 
was solidly programmed to make a warrior of me, 
capable of enduring any stresses of sports combat. ... " 

What we now know of Kuts was that he 
trained his heart to pump so much blood to his 
muscles that he could no longer supply his body at 
rest with the pressure it needed to survive. Kuts 
fmally died of this condition.10 

This story tells of an athlete put to his limits. 
To the American athlete this situation would simply · 
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be unacceptable. · For America to start a program as 
succ~ssful as the Russians, we will need to find a 
method of motivation for our athletes which will tum 
them into fierce competi_tors, as their counterparts 
in the Soviet Union. The American athlete is one 
who normally train most of the year on his own. The 
Russian athlete is found to be a fierce competitor 
because of pride in his nation, a pride which drives 
the athlete beyond a simple pride in himself. This 
pride comes from Russian athletes practicing as a 
team. For the American athlete to have the same 
training and mental attitude as the Russian athlete, 
they must train together, thus creating the 
atmosphere of a group striving for the common goal 
of winning medals. 

The athletes were poled in a recent Olympic 
meet. They were asked the three main reasons why 
they were competing. The top three for the 
American team were: 

-Self pride · 
-Enjoyed the sport 
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.. For America 11 

The Russiaq team was also poled, their results were 
very different: 

-To defend the colors of the U.S.S.R. 
-To bring fame to Soviet sports 
-Tile desire to win 12 

Training ~ogether will have a positive effect on the 
mental attitude of the American athlete. This is not 
saying that the USA will be producing robot athletes 
such as Kuts. Instead, with the existing attitude of 
the American athlete, with the addition of the training 
facility, the attitude created will be one of winning 
while enjoying one's self. 

The American athlete must achieve a sense of 
pride for his country from an early age. There must 
be training available for all athletes, training which 
emphasizes the importance of winning, not simply for 
self-advancement, but for advancement of 
American pride throughout the nation. These ideas 
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.· 

were laid out February 1989, by the Steinbrener 
commission on Olympic training. The report states 
ili,at the United States must develop new training 
facilities to better train the Americm athlete. Such a 
place is The Competitive Edge, a training facility 
which will prepare the winter athlete for all aspects 
of the winter games, both professional and amateur. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
CASE S1UDIES 

Vail Ski ReSOrt 

34 

The resort community of Vail, Colorado has 
from its conception in 1957 tried and achieved a 
"new town" oriented to recreation and leisure. 
The idea of Vail was started in 1957 with a group of 
ambitious businessmen who were snow skiers. 
These men wanted to create a small town that 
would provide the vehicle for a world class ski 
resort. 

These men began looking for the perfect site. 
They took into account the needs for a successful 
resort and came up with the following deductions. 
The location needed to be in the high rockies, to be 
close to major cities and to have a beautiful vista and 
atmosphere. Sites were considered in Colorado, 
New Mexico and Wyoming. The present site of Vail 
was arrived at because of its close pr~ximity to 
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Denver which is a 3 hour drive. Its closer proximity 
. to the larger villages of Aspen and Glenville. The 

pre$ent Vail site was also chosen for its beautiful 
scenery as well as its annual snow fall. 

Vail's site had been chosen well. The 
businessmen now started o~ the development 
process. To begin with they created a council of 
architects to aid with the urban design of the village. · 
This committee was not formed to design the village 
but instead to form guidelines for building as well as 
governing the overall urban atmosphere. 

Vail from the conceptual stage was supposed 
to provide the best of what the designers felt were 
the premier ski resorts at that time (1957), Sun 
Valley and Aspen; while learning from and 
correcting their respective downfalls. The 
committee wanted to avoid the sterile atmosphere of 
Sun Valley, so to produce a war and sociable village. 
This was achieved partly in planning and partly by 
accident. Vail was planned on a small 1 ,200 acres of 
land, so as not to spread the community out too 
much. The basic resort area was located within 
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walking distance to the original ski lift. This grouping 
of the r~sort are~ gave Vail a central core area 
which proved to act as a central town square. 
Since all activity in a ski village revolves around the 
skiing itself, this square developed quickly. This 
design did much to offer a small village type 
atmosphere which gav~ -Vail's designers the 
atmosphere they ·wanted. The accident of 
atmosphere they could not foresee was that Vail 
would grow to such unprecedented size. The resort 
grew so steadily that it gave possibly too many 
structures to a space, therefore giving a highly dense 
European type atmosphere. 

The original Design was also planned to 
provide a summer resort. Golf, tennis, horse back 
riding as well as many other summer sports were 
added to provide off season activities and to give the 
resort a year-round income.l 

As stated earlier, most of the major buildings 
were built around the original ski lift. All commercial 
buildings having to do with the supply or pleasure of 
skiers. Expansion occurred from this central core 
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outward. Expansion soon outgrew ~he original 
community and a second area to the east was 
fonned. These two areas were not _in competition 
but were connected by bus and act as 
complimentary areas. The two areas provided 
expansion while prohibiting the loss of the "village 
atmosphere." 

Parking at Vail was beginning to be a problem 
in the early 70's. Skiers were being scared away 
from the village due to lack of parking. the village 
committee then decided to construct under ground 
parking, creating spaces while decreasing 
expenditure on maintenance through snow removal 
systems. 

Vail has several areas which it plans to 
expand. These areas are, condominiums, 
commercial space, hotels, restaurants, private 
homes, new gandolas and lifts. With these new 
additions to Vail the designers feel that Vail will 
reach the class of ski resort which was strived for 
from conception. 
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From the economic point of view, Vail has 
done well. After the ftrst four years, Vail operated in 
the black. It was then made into a corporation so to 
better deal witlt all of the different aspects of the 

. village. Tile fmn at that time discontinued the selling 
of commercial property and started to lease property. 
They did not, however, discontinue the use of selling 
private property, keeping attractive proposals open to 
the skier{mvestor. 

The customer with which Vail deals is one 
who is a long tenn stay. Long tenn being from 5-7 
days. 80% of the guests fall into this category. 35% 
of these guests visit in the summer season while 65% 
vacation in the winter season. As one can see, Vail's 
astonishing winter success has and will continue to 

I 

spawn summer growth. What this means to Vail is a 
year-round income as well as unlimited horizons. 

Vail makes its presence know simply because 
it is one of the largest ski resorts in the world. The 
people who frequent Vail go there because of the 
various activities offered in a close vicinity. In the 
basic programmatic issues Vail's designers foresaw 
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these issues as being ones which would draw people 
to their resort. Another basic issue was the place. 
the designers prized that Vail must be put in a central 
location as well as a location with adequate annual 
snowfall. All of these combine to make the Vail ski 
resort )lave a presence. 

The main issues which the original 
businessmen of Vail considered were: 

The where · - a wide scale search was 
perfonned to fmd the perfect site; 

The when - Vail was constructed at the 
perf~ct time, the early 60's, by the early 70's, a 
prosperity had been reached by America which 
allowed its citizens to take the vacations; 

The why- Vail has obviously been a lucrative 
venture for everyone involved; 

. The how - Vail's originators knew enough•,: . . 
about planning to hire a group of architects to plan 
and develop a cohesive village. 

Vail was conceived and developed with· all 
considerations which I have covered in this paper. 
The only problem is that the original idea of Vail was 
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a small ski village. Because of this "village 
atmosphere, II the resort has quite possibly become 
too popular and has out grown its small village 
atmosphere. Vail has grown to the size of a skiing 
metropolis which is often considered too large for the 
intimate atmosphere. The committee of architects 
must deal with this new problem if Vail is planning on 
continuing with their success as a resort. 2 
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Illustration 4-Exterior veiw of 
Lake Placid. 

Lake Placid 

The 1980 Olympic games were given to the 
small community of Lake Placid, New York, a small 
town in the Adirondack mountains. This small town 
was to build a facility capable of housing all activities 
of the winter games. In previous years, countries 
spent a considerable amount of money on these 
games, facilities such as Nervi in Rome, Tange in 
Tokyo, Candela in Mexico, Otto in Munich, all gave 
us dreams of what really adventurous Architecture 
could be. But, unfortunately, with the lack of funds 
that arrived in the years of inflation and recession; in 
the seventies and early eighties, a less grand facility 
was planned. The new facility at Lake Placid 
belongs to the normality of the "new" age of large 
sports arenas. 

The focus of the entire complex is the central 
arena. This structure houses a giant ice sheet, 30m 
x 60m, with it's seating of 8000 people, is housed in ·a 
large structure 73m long and lOOm long. This larger 
structure was built adjacent to an existing structure 
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Illustration 5-Interior view of 
Lake Placid-The arena. 

dating back to the 1930 Olympic games which were 
held in Lake Placid. The two facilities offer over 
60000 square feet of space, making them the largest 
indoor ice area in the world. From the start, the 
Placid arena was planned for multi-purpose use for 
the future. The area was marked as a permanent 
year-round sports and recreational center. 

Inside the main arena, the trusses, which span 
the 75m distance across the ice and stands, makes 
for a very open arena, with no columns to block 
views. The large white trusses against the dark blue 
roof relieve what would otherwise be an oppressive 
box. There is no other decoration to be found in the 
arena so to draw attention to the ice. The main 
public access and circulation for the main arena is on 
the concourse level. The spectator decends into the 
seating area, leaving the climbing for the usually slow 
transgression out. The main lighting in the arena is 
from metal halide fixtures mounted in the trusses. 
Special spots for ice washers as well as special lights 
for the color television cameras were also designed 
in the structure. 
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; Illustration 6-Pian and section 
· o( th~.l ~~~ ~!~~d tr.aining center . 
• 

The budget for the center was placed at 
ll ,500,000 plus ten percent. This budget was strictly 
followed. Quite a bargain for a facility which will 
boost the economy in the small town of Lake Placid 
as well as provide an efficient training facility for 
winter athletics for many years to come. The facility 
will house and train more than 1400 athletes at one 
time. All . the while the center is still relatively small 
in as much as a spectator arena, holding only 45,000 
spectators in all the events. 3 

.over the broad picture Lake Placid is a very 
efficient facility which seems to work very well. 
Though plain and not extremely exiting, the area 
does give a fme multi-purpose facility to the United 
States Olympic team. The obvious problems are in 
lodging of the spectator. Lake Placid is a very small 
town and is ill-equipped to handle 45,000 visitors. 
The area, as stated previously, is very plain. The 
sense of grand competition is not in the atmosphere. 
This is simply a place which houses the competition. 
Though the budget was relatively tight, some 
concern should have been given to the architecture. 
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The athlete should feel he is somewhere special, 
even if he is alone in the arena practicing for a 
preliminary event. 
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The Fitness Center 

1be Competitive Edge will have the very best 
in fitness facilities. All aspects of training will be 
provided. The following case study will cover and 
compare three different fitness centers. The 

. American public as of late has taken a special 
interest in fitness. For reasons of vanity and health 
·the American has found himself flocking to the 
fitness center, many towns have found that these 
centers will bring the pedestrian back to the center 
of town after 5:00, something that is crucial to the 
survival of the downtown area. The following case 
study consists of three community centers, guising as 
fitness facilities. 

These huge areas create quite a problem for 
the architect in circulation, character of space, 
HV AC requirements, as well as programs which 
provide all that is needed for these multi-purpose 
structures. Hugh Hardy of Hardy, Holzman Pfeiffer 
Associates, likens the design of a recreational facility 
to that of a theater, requiring the same separation of 



Illustration 7-The skatin~ track 
at Lake Placi<J. 
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Illustration 8-Exterior vei~· .. of
Wellesley athletic complex1 

f. 
i 

. ,. 
Illustration 9-Exterior veiw of 
the Wellesley a~~~tic complex . . 

the performer and ~udience. G.Gray Plosser of 
Kidd/Plosser/Sprague, found that the expertise of a 
skilled mechanical engineer is especially crucial to 
ensuring the energy efficiency of environments 
ranging from the very large, open spans of the 
basketball courts and indoor pool to the sealed 
inclosure of a racquetball court. Furthermore, states 
Robert Frasca, of the Zimmer Gunsul Frasca 
Partnership, "you have to be familiar enough with the 
demands of the building type so you don't get bogged 
down in the program and forget the architecture." In 
the following case studies, three works of the 
previously mentioned architects are covered. The 
Wellesley College Sports Center, designed by the 
fhm of Hardy, Holzman Pfeiffer Associates, the 
Birmingham YMCA, designed by 
Kidd/Plosser/Sprague, and the RiverPlace Athletic 
Club in Portland designed by Zimmer Gunsul Frasca 
Partnership. 

The Wellesley College Sports Center is a 
student facility preceded by an antiquated 
gymnasium. With the growing interest in athletics, · 
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Illustration 10-C~urt yard ~-f ·t 
the Well.~~l~y a~l~ti~ WlllPJ~JI(. . _ . _ 

the faculty of the college found i~ necessary to build a 
new fitness center. The college as a whole consists 
of ~ series of Gothic buildings set in a picturesque 
and wooded landscape, a plan conceived by the . 
Olmsted Brothers in 1902. The arrangement of the 
buildings is an informal pattern scattered among the 
hills. It is this situation which gave HHP A the idea 

· for the informal arrangement which was used. With 
a limited budget, the old gymnasium was found to 
work very well as a dressing area as well as a gym 
floor for court sports. To the west, a new field house 
with running track and courts for tennis, basketball, 
and volleyball. To the south, the structure which 
contains the swimming pool, this building belies the 
dimension of. 140,000 square feet through an "L" 
shaped configuration. the "L" shape helps to conceal 
it's bulk from the rest of the campus. The design of 
the facility allows for slowly unfolding perspectives 
distilled in the picturesque landscape as well as 
Gothic architecture. This gives the structure the 
essence of Gothic architecture without painstaking 
duplication. The interesting use of brick, ceramic tile, 
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Illustration ·It-Interior veiws ~t 
Wellesley. 

and steel while still meshing with the stone and brick 
of the older campus works very well in this design. 
The overall design of the complex gives a scholastic 
image to the user. The very clean lines give the 
structure a post-modem style but still does not give a 
competitive appearance, a problem which most 
modem gymnasiums seem to have. 
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Illustration 14-Int~rior. v~iw . of' 
the oool area at Wellesley. · 
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lllustratipn ,. , lS-·Interior veiw or' · 
the track and ~ym at Wellesley. 
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, Illustration 16-Exterior veiw of 
I the Birmingham YMCA. · · • 

. . 

The BiJ111ingham YMCA found itself in the 
undesirable situation of being in a dilapidated building 
wiUI a low membership. The decision of the board of 
directors of the Y was to construct a new facility in 
the center of the downtown district, hoping to pull in 
clients from the mid-town work force. To do this 
they hired the architectural firm of 
Kidd/Plosser/Sprague to design a new facility a few 
blocks from the older facility. The architect was 
face~ not only with the design problems of twenty 
different activities in the same structure, but also 
with the fact that the facility borders several Neo
Gothic buildings on all sides. The contextual look of 
the building was now a major concern as the new 
building must not alienate it's neighboring structures. 
With this as a concern, the designer created a 
reflective glass block surface co to reflect the older 
brick structures in which it borders, thus, lessening 
the new buildings impact. To gather attention, the 
architect put the pool and the gymnasium stacked 
atop one an other on ground level. This· situation 
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·Illustration 17 -Sectional 
drawing of Qle. Bioningh~ Y.· 

allows an interesting semi-translucent view into the 
swimming and gym areas from the outside sidewalk. 
The roof was set aside for a track and exercise area, 
and the core was marked for the weight room and 
racquetball courts. The design works well, allowing 
light to those functions needing it , while guarding 
against light in the core for those functions which do 
no~. The use of materials seefll.S to have cooperated 
·well with both the downtown area as well as the 
facility's purpose. 
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Illustration 20-Interior veiw of " 
· the pool at Birmingham. 
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Illustration 21-Exterior veiw of 
Birmingham. . 
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Illustration 
gym. 
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lustration 22-Exterior yeiws 
·of the RiverPlace Athletic Club. 

The RiverPlace Athletic Club in Portland 
Oregon, is an interesting study in the community 
placing fitness at the center of their everyday lives. 
The ~ommunity is called the RiverPlace, a middle
upperclass community on the shores of the 
Willamette river. At the center of their lives, not a 
church or justice building, but a fitness center, which 
expects to serve all the functions in which all other 
and more traditional town centers have in the past. 
The structure itself reflects the pacific west timber 
construction of the residences surrounding the river . 
It also keeps tradition in the chunky massing of the 
RiChardsonian massing of the train stations which are 
common in this part Qf the country. 

The centet hopes to fill both the social as well 
as the fitness needs of this community. The plan of 
the center consists of a 25 meter pool at the buildings 
north end, and a gymnasium to the south. In 
between these two areas are the dressing rooms, 
racquetball, weight training areas, as well .as multi
purpose rooms. In order to make no mistake as to 
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Illustration 23-Exterior veiw: 
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where the entrance is, a clock tower was designed 
so to facilitate the entry way. As mentioned 
previously, the materials used throughout the center 
truly creates a positive addition to the community. 
The center also seems to capture it's goal of being a 
community center, as the community has used all of 
it's many different functions since it's opening. 4 
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Illustration 24-Clock tower 
entry at RiverPlace. 
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lllustratio·n 25-Airial veiw of 
RiverPJace. 
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Illustration 26·-View of raised 
building to pro~ide sheltered pw.kipg. 
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Illustration 28-Interior veiw of 
the pool area at RiverPlace. · ··. 
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llustration 29-RiverPlace plans . . . .. . -- ··- · -· -
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. 
Illustration 30-Ski Lodge 
which fits it's ~urroundings well. 

CHAPTER FOUR 
BACKGROUND STUD~ 

The history of American skiing begins with the 
avid skier hiking up the steep slopes of the rockies 
with homemade skis and taking a plunge down a 
steep and powdery slope. This could usually be 
accomplished twice daily. New technology allowed 
the skiers world to progress by making the slopes 
easier to climb with the use of mechanical ski lifts. 
With the advent of the ski lift the skier could make 
20 to 30 runs a day, skiing several hundred vertical 
feet per day. It was at this time in history that skiing 
had arrived as a tourist sport. I 

ln the late 60's the middle-class American was 
enjoying prosperity they had not known the likes of 
in all of American history. The average family foun4 
they could go on lengthy vacations to resorts of their 
choice, some chose skiirig as· a perfect vacation 
activity. Since 1970 the ski population has in some 
estimations tripled. The ski resort has had to keep 
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atop this increase in demand and has seemingly done 
a good job of doing so. In this chapter . there are 
explanations of how a resort is built, financed and 
operated; as well as the major changes which have 
been produced in this successful industry since its 
conception. This information will help provide 
important background for the design of The 
Competitive Edge. 

American ski resorts both past and present 
have been located in basically two areas, the 
Rockies and the New England states. This is not to 
say that there are not others in different areas, this 
simply states where the population of ski areas is 
most dense. Areas in the early day of skiing had to 
be loc~ted where the snow was. Usually the resorts 
were no more than a small warming hut and a good 
hill to ski on. As lifts came into being they"brought 
with them millions of skiers willing to spend vacation 
dollars while skiing. In more recent times however, 
the slopes have started moving towards larger cities; 
so to make accessibility easier. Today you can find 
slopes 15 minutes from such large cities as Denver, 
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Colorado thanks to the use of such new technology 
as the snow making ma~hmes. The ability to put a 
winter sports area so close to a large city (as 
opposed to high in the mountains, where the village 
dominates civilized development)' will provide the 
much needed jobs for those who need them. 

The basic activity . of the skier is to ski. He will 
rise in the morning. ski till noon, eat lunch, ski till 
close, unwind in some fonn of after ski function 
(usually a bar or similar establishment} eat dinner, 
possibly shop or go out on the town and then retire. 
From these activities we can derive a basic pattern 
of activities and their location: Skier in 
accommodations; skier on slopes; skier in lodge; 
skier in village; skier returns to accommodations. 
These basic activities have been found a must for 
most ski resort areas, regardless if the facility is one 
of skiing, cross-country, jumping, or any other of the 
winter sport disciplines. Most skiers have also been 
found to want an environment of luxury. Most are 
willing to spend a little extra on themselves after a 
tough day on the slopes. A warm, luxurious 
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environment is a successful one in the ski world. 2 
Most ski resorts are found to provide a public 

lodge which all iJ! the resort functions around, all lifts 
are usually a comfortable walking distance from the 
lodge. The lodges will usually consist of these 
spaces: lobby, meeting rooms, recreation rooms;.1: 
administrative rooms, restaurant and bar. Other 
elements of the resort tend to be satellites. These 
usually consist of a ski shop or shops, ski r(!ntal 
areas, and housing. 3 

The required facilities for a successful ski area 
are as follows: lodging, passable roads, well 
maintained parking, skilled and unskilled labor, 
communication systems, maintenance vehicles, ski 
lifts, well stocked ski shops, cafeteria and restaurant. 
What makes a good ski resort? Steep slopes, deep 
snow and good scenery of course. But all would be 
fental attempts without the above listed and 
maintained facilities. This paper has already taken a 
tour of an adequate ski lodge; and other case studies 
will talk of good restaurants, shops, labor, parking, 
roads, maintenance equipment and accommodations. 
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Illustration 31-These are the 
three basic types of lift facilities. 

The three basic historical parts of the ski resort are 
the ski lodge, ski slopes and ski lifts. This paper will 
focus now on slopes and ski lifts. 4 

Long slopes and fast lift service will draw 
people to a certain ski resort. Most resorts have 
slopes ranging up to tow miles in length. A variety of 
slopes are also necessary for a successful ski resort. 
Beginners make up half of the skiing populations as 
of 1970 and must be given slopes which they can 
learn on. The intennediate and expert as well should 
be given adequate slopes. Slopes cannot be laid in 
any order, they must be planned so that beginner 
skiers will not inhibit experts and vise versa.5 There 
have been formulas made out to help plan these 
slopes but will not be covered in this paper. 

The lift is another important facility. As told 
earlier in this paper, the lift is probably singly 
responsible for the quick evolution of skiing as a 
recreational sport. There are several different types 
of lifts which the resort designer should be familiar 
with: Aerial Tramway; Gondola Chair; T-Bar; Poma 
Lift; Rope Tow; Tri-Chair; High Speed Four Man. 
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There is a basic criteria for which lift a designer 
should ·choose. These criteria will become apparent 

· once the particulars of the design appear. They are; 
capacity, cost, terrain, climatic conditions, operation, 
maintenance, ski removal, safety, prestige and 
competition. The ski lift can make or break a ski 

· facility and must be planned to accommodate as w~ll 
as compliment the resort area. 6 

Rental facilities must also be made available to 
the resort area. An area which is just beginning 
needs to have 1,400 sets of skis in season to 
accommpdate the majority of the skiers needs. The 
rental facilities must be convenient to the resort area 
both in placement to the slopes as well as distance 
from the slopes. 7 

The modem ski resort must also be a year 
round production. Ski season only constitutes 120 
days of the year. The remaining 245 days cannot 
feasibly be empty of tourism and keep a resort in the 
black. Here are four of the m.ore prevalent activities 
which resorts have found lucrative, golf, swimming, 
ski lift as a sight seeing tool and use of recreation 
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facilities. The length fo the average summer stay is 
3.7 days as opposed to the average of 5 day stay of 
winter guests. 8 

The make-up of a vacation ·skier is on the 
average a young pr~fessional who does not mind 
spending a little money to have an enjoyable 
vacation. The average age of the skier is 28. 
Almost a qu,arter of the skiers are below the age of 
21. Almost 92% of the skiing population are head of 
households. A good percentage of the skiers have 
family who will not ski but will simply take advantage 
of the non-skiing facilities. Skiers are found to love 
luxury and are wiling to pay more for such. The 
skier is willing to travel long distances for a good ski 
resort, figures show that the average skier will travel 
up to 632 miles. Most skiers are also found to have 
a post high school education. 9 

To sum up the resorts of the skier, most are 
found in the high country and are user minded 

. facilities. The skier will need an area to sleep, rest 
and of course ski. Short lines and long slopes should 
be of major concern with the , designer. Access 
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should be easy but not necessarily short. The resort 
as a building should be luxurious but mindful of the 
tough use it will receive · from most skiers. The 
resort must finally be a summer resort so to keep 
money coming in year-round.l 0 ·This outline of the 
typical skiier will help the designer to create a skiing 
center which has the potential · of catering to the 
vacationing athlete as well. 

In the world of sports training facilities today 
the goal stressed is group accomplishment. To strive 
for a goal as a team has been found · to be one of the 
most effective fonns of motivation to date. This has 
been done using one basic method. The Russians, as 
well as most other eastern block nations, place a 
sense of honor in country into their athletes. To win 
for their country is one of the greatest honor which 
can be bestowed on an athlete in these countries. 
The major thrust of these organizations in the 
U.S.S.R. is cooperation, not competition. Their view 
of talent is that it is an inborn quality which if put in 
the correct environment, will flourish. The soviets 

· have effectively integrated their sports into their 
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society, therefore creating a collective effort out of 
training for many different sports. For the Soviets 
this . direction of training has provided the country 
with many great athletes, and will continue to do so 
in the future.ll 

The American athlete is a much different 
person. Such an athlete has a personal desire to 
achieve, some for the honor, but most for the money 
his sport can earn for him. Talent can easily go 
undetected in this society which views athletics as 
an interesting side to an education. If a child shows 
outstanding ability in his sport, it is still up to the 
child's parents to motivate as well as train . their 
prospect. Most of this training is delegated to a 
private trainer, hired by the athlete. Since each 
trainer has his own style of training, the more flexible 
the facility, the better.l2 

Several multi-purpose facilities have been done 
in recent years. The idea behind most of these 
facilities is to fit as many activities into one building 
as is possible. Many of the facilities are centers in 
their communities. . The nature of the society in 
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todays United States allows nicely for such a town 
center. For reasons of vanity and health, most 
Americans nowadays· have at least attempted the 
rigors of physical fitness, if not made them a 
pennanent part of their daily routines. The current 
popularity of indoor recreation has forced architects 
designing new facilities to rethink the limits of the 

· conventional gymnasium and field house, which no 
longer are adequate to accommodate the variety of 
athletes, activities, and equipment now in vogue. 
Called health clubs or sport centers, these building 
types are focused on social occasion as much as 
physical exercise.. Increasingly, restaurants, lounges, 
and day-care centers are being interspersed among 
the set dimensi.ons of swimming pools, running 
tracks, and ball courts, and rooms for weightlifting, 
~erobics, and exercise machines.(America's views 
on athletics are becoming shockingly close to those 
held on the same in the Soviet Union).13 

With this concept on the table, it is now seen 
that the training facility of a complex such as The 
Competitive Edge will be much more than simply a 
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Illustraion 32-The idea of the 
city.stenuning off of .thc main road is a 
very old one as this ancient plan of a 
city in Egypt shows. 

gymnasi~m, it will be the town center. For the most 
part these centers are modem in style. This is 
because they try to reflect on the exterior the n·ature 
of what the interior holds. Though the exterior is 
strictly a design decision, the interior is subject to the . 
mired of training machines, which are all of modem 
mechanical design. This has created a series of 
these centers which are constructed of polished steel 
and finished concrete, a very machine-like 
atmosphere. This has been successful as these 
materials are very durable as they must be to 
withstand any weights which are mis-handl~d. 
Natural lighting is also used throughout most of these 
centers. With The Competitive Edge being in the 
rockies a solar design could prove advantageous for 
heat as well as naturallighting.14 

The idea of the town center being the training 
facility is one which deserves some study. Of 
course this will require a place which has much 
more than simply a gym, as would comply with the 
recent developments in workout facilities. The town 
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Illustration 33-Most Midevil 
cities simply grew around a central 
core. 

center should supply the core which will create an 
actjvity center. 

In some . cities the ·activity node is not the 
center of the city but rather the center of attention. 
The town of Philadelphia, started as a town grouped 
around the sea port. It then grew inland along a 
main thoughrofare. Towns can also grow from a 
central core of activity. Towns grow from a 
multitude of variables, none are the absolute, most 
arrive at their particular method by mistake or 
chance.15 To the scale of The Competitive Edge, it 
will be more of a neighborhood rather than a 
community or town. This neighborhood, will also 
have several sub-sets within itself. Each particular 
area of competition will have the possibility of having 
it's own living and training sections. These separate 
sub-sets will need to be insulated from one another 
by either a natural or man made barrier. Though The 
Competitive Edge does not emphasis intercommunity 
competition, light competitions between different 
sections of the community would likely be healthy. 
Each section should be easily identifiable. Different 
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Illustration 34-These high rise I 
plans show the central core of the . 
highrise with the living quarters ! 
stemming from that core. ! 

from the other sections,each with a different 
atmosphere. Each section should have gateways to 
define the entrance to that section of the community. 
In order to draw these sections of the neighborhood 
together , a nucleus must be created, a town center 
of sorts. With this general formation, the training 
facility should function without problem.16 

Each separate section of the facility will be 
planned for a separate use. The living centers of the 
community can be thought of in many forms, all with 
merit. With a high rise complex, rooms can be 
duplicate on each floor, placing all plumbing and 
mechanical devises on an even line straight up. This, 
of course, provides an economical system. Most of 
these designs are set around a central core which 
provides all access, both vertical and horizontal. 
These complexes can create a natural barrier so to 
possibly produce the neighborhood pattern which 
should prove successful in this design. If the high-rise 
are laid out to the curvature of the existing mountains, 
then a man made valley is formed, making a pleasant 
space in which to be.l 7 
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Illustration 35-The typical 
Swi~s chalet. 
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Some high-rise buildings constructed in the 
mountains have been raised off the ground by use of 
column supports. This provides area for the snow to 
accumulate naturally as well as allowing for access to 
each side of the building. Raising the building will also 
allow the pedestrian to see ·"through" the building, so 
they do not seem so ominous. There is also the 
occasion to use these raised spaces for parking.18 

Another possibility for housing is the smaller 
units which house only 4-5 people in a unit. There 
are several different varieties of this particular type of 
dwelling. The Swiss chalet which comes to min4 
whenever one thinks of the ski dwellings is far from 
"state of the art". However, as in all historic 'buildings 
there is always something to be learned. The exterior 
of these were mostly wood siding . This existed only 
on the east and the west side, as the north and south 
sides were covered by the long and steeply sloped 
roof. This design allows for the cold north winds 
which rip through the mountains, striking the insulated 
as well as least surface area of all sides of the 
dwelling. The interiors were two story with a loft 
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Illustration 36-These ski 
houses reflect the natural fonns of the 
trees in this area. 

design. The loft design was to -accommodate warm 
air to rise as often the sleeping quarters were on the 

· · loft. . The main problem with these designs is the 
· result is a very plain looking abode. The look can be 
made to look very much as if one is in a plywood 
19house, truly roughing ~t; roughing it and training 
have little in common. The use of natural materials 
combined wiUt the low rise of the smaller dwelling 
helps ·ease the impact of construction on the 
environment. The slope of the rooves on most of 
these dwellings seems to help the structures to fit in 
with the mountain terrain. In the words of Victor A. 
Lunday, an architect who has worked with several 
projects in the mountains of New Mexico: 

"My idea was not to compete 
with the environment, but to 
complement it. Thus, the 
forms of all the structures-in 
both plan and elevation-echo 
the natural forms all about; ski 
patterns zig-zagging in the 
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snow, icicles, dark pine trees 
rising to jagged points 
()Verhead". 20 

82 

This is a recurring theme in the design of 
present day mountain dwellings, cooperating with the 
environment, both weather and aesthetics. Many of 
these units are arranged in a modular fashion: so that 
additions can be added easily in case of any future 
growth. The modular systems also give an organic 
sense to the complex, as if they bad grown on the 
site.21 
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Illustration 37-This design 
takes in heat in the day and retains it'foi' 
the night. 
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With modem technology, comes new systems 
to instal in each dwelling. With further study into 
solar energy, it has been found that this is the ideal 
source of cheap energy for mountain dwellings. As 
the south side of any mountain slopes directly in angle 
with the sun, thus providing maximum solar exposure. 
When the dwelling is put on the south side of the 
mountain while the roof as well as the front of the 
dwelling is sloped, then sun exposure is also· 
maximized. Often, these dwellings will collect sun in 
the front room and the heat will gradually fmd it's way 
to the back of the house. Therefore, it makes sense 
to provide the day living quarters at the front of the 
house so to get optimum heating in the early to mid 
day; while keeping the sleeping and night quarters at 
the back, an area which will retain it's heat most of 
t h e n i g h t . 22 
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The Competitive Edge still must have a town 
center, either built or natural landmark. The history of 
the ski village (which house most training facilities) 
has shown the first ski lift combined with the main 
warming house as the central landmark. Many resorts 
seem to use their warming house as the central 
landmark, as they are usuall)' very large buildings. 
Most of these facilities are built of naturai materials 
using the natural shapes of the mountains in which 
they are set. The latest of these buildings have tried 
to design all the skier's needs into one building. Most 
of these facilities consist of several restaurants, 
several snack stands, ticket booths for lift tickets, 
room for warming, ski shops as well as rental 
facilities, bars, and some even allow for theaters and 
other similar entertainment facilities. The reasoning 
behind these complexes, is to create a destination 
resort, one that the visitor dOes not have to leave the 
ski area to seek entertainment, thus keeping all the 
vacationers money in the resort area. These types of 
areas are becoming very popular with the travel 
world because it makes for an easy vacation to be 
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able to stay in the same area.23 
Urban life in the small city is usually found on 

the courthouse lawn. The aim with The Competitive 
Edge village center is to provide a central area that 
will hold all indoor activities (or those outdoor 
activities which are confmed enough to place in such 
a finite area). Shopping malls make good study since 
they have achieved urban life which central cities 
have seldom achieved: separation of vehicular and 
pedestrian traffic; moving platfonns, ramps and stairs 
for people-transportation; flowing water and trees 
integrated with heavy pedestrian use; .multi-level 
arcaded spaces that are concentrated, urban and 
inclosed. Malls also provide the user his need for 
soCial exchange in conversation, the presence of 
choices that make daily life interesting. Though the 
pedestrian mall brings to mind the indoor style of mall, 
the outdoor mall is in some situations as effective as 
the indoor variety. 

The community center will have many aspects 
which liken it to a pedestrian mall. Whether exterior 
or interior, every mall has basic requirements. The 
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. ... . 
Illustration 38-Too much 
foliage makes a space seem crowded. 

mall is basically a pleasant environment in which to 
stroll. In the context of the shopping mall, the 
customer is enticed by the variety of shops and 
eateries which they have at hand. But the variety of 
shops alone is not the only reason, the mall offers a 
pleasant environment in which to be; this will be a 
main priority in The Competitive Edge. Landscaping 
should be a priority. Foliage as well as water can 
help any environment be habitable. Care should be 
taken to see that the landscaping is in proper scale 
with the building. A structure having a mass of 2000 
feet long should perhaps only have trees 20 feet tall. 
The length of the fore stated project shows that 
foliage should be in clumps, massed together for 
increased effect. To much landscaping can also 
prove to be a problem. An empty mall can look to be 
bare, impressing on the designer to add more foliage. 
The same mall when filled can appear to be over 
crowded if the landscaping takes up too much space. 
Compromise on this subject can be a tough decision, 
but thought towards the mall being at capacity can 
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help the architect decide which ~oliage is necessary 
and which is not. 24 

Service to the mall is another problem that 
arises when many different operations are put in close . 
vicinity of one another. Service drives can be an 
eyesore from the public's view. Though necessary, 
the drives should be kept out of the consumer's sight. 
Most malls have found that an underground service to 
the mall prevents the customer from ever coming into 
contact with any of the service vehicles. Mechanical 
systems should be centralized, some malls have found 
that purchasing their own turbines to produce 
electricity have been cost efficient. 25 

The problem of keeping the entire mall 
cohesive to one design is a tough one. This is 
because of the variety of different functions each 
space performs. This will be an especially large 
problem with The Competitive Edge because there 
will be a variety of shops, restaurants, training rooms, 
and multi-purpose rooms, all of which need to hold the 
design integrity of the entire facility. Malls have found 
the solution to this problem to be the use of single, 
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lllustrat\pn 39-The mall interior 
is not simply a street of shops, but a 
flowing series of naturally lighted 
plazas. 

simple pallet of material (white brick, cast stone and 
concrete), and to manage the scale by variations in 
the fonn.establishing visual areas to which one can 
respond pleasantly at any point. Exterior materials 
are carried on through the entries to the interior, all 
signage has predesigned font and dimensions, 
openings have the same proportions, foliage should 
not differentiate too much, and floor materials should 
stay consistent throughout as well. This may cause 
the prospective tenant to think that personal 
expression of the single shop is out of the question, 
this is not the truth. As long as the rough openings of 
the particular shops are clearly defined, the shop 
owner can do most anything he pleases with his 
personal opening. 26 · 

The mall should also not loose sight of it's 
function; not as a street of stores, but a flowing series 
of naturally lighted plazas which provides the user 
with a pleasant surrounding to do a variety of things 
in.Plazas are very important to the mall, they allow a 
constant variety of changing vistas, providing the user 
with several interesting landmarks. Most architects 
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agree that there is a limit to how far the pedestrian 
will walk. The architect can expand the walking limit 
by providing points of i~terest along the pathways. 
Along the path there should also be a variety of 
niches where persons could overlook the mall and it's 
activities. Street lights, awnings, and patterned floors 
complete the character of the levels. Elevation drops 
as well as unique· angles are also a help to provide an 
intefesting environment. 

The existing ski lodges in use today perform a 
variety of functions. Of course the main function of 
these buildings is to provide a warming hut to those 
who have been out in the cold weather all day and 
need some shelter for a short time. But in recent 
years, the ski lodge has become more than simply a 
warming hut. Newer facilities have incorporated a 
series of shops and restaurants inside the old warming 
hut, and have found such ventures very profitable . 

. The layout of such lodges has proved very interesting. 
Though it is common knowledge that the skier must 
wear a large and heavy boot, most lodges, because of 
lack of useable land, find it necessary to have stairs 
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as the central access to all areas of the facility. This 
is better avoided if possible, as the huge boots take 
their toll on the stairs as they also cause many to trip~ 
causing a health risk. Most lodges consist of a rental 
shop and warming area on the ground level, ·a 
restaurant and ski shop on the second, with many 
having a third or forth for overflow. As elevators 
would hinder traffic flow, the architect must limit the 
structure to as many floors as the pedestrian can 
climb by stair. Most lodges are found to be 
constructed with natural materials as this will allow 
minimum impact with the existing· environment. 27 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SPACE ANALYSIS 

96 

LIYING QUARTERS--LONG TERM: Living 
quarters should be grouped by competitive event. 
This is so each athlete will have an ideal situation to 
become a part of his specific team. Each separate 
event should group it's athletes together. This will 
assure that team comradery will flourish. Each 
dwelling should maxiniize st~rage space so the athlete 
does not feel that he is living with his event. Items 
such as skis, sleds, skates, hockey sticks should all b_e 
stored, allowing the athlete to live in his quarters 
instead of living around his equipment. Each unit 
should consist of a kitchen, a workable and 
convenient amount of bedrooms, living area, work/ 
study area, storage area adequate for the athletes 
particular event. Since these units will be grouped 
according to the athletes personal ·field of expertise, 
specializing each group should not be any problem. 
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These quarters should emphasis comfort, not plush 
but comfortable. The use of solar heating as well as 
natural ventilation is encouraged, as power fo~ any 
machinery will be scarce. · Use of windows is also 
encouraged in the living areas as well as the kitchen 

· · area. The sleeping areas are to have a minimum of 
windows so to help insulate these areas from the 
usual cold arctic night air. Adequate bath facilities 
should also be provided for each unit, whether shared 
with several units or not, simple and short access 
should be provided. Ample outside spaces should be 
provi~e for each dwelling. These can be provided for 
in the fonn of a patio or deck. Outside space should 
be treated as a priority, as this space should create 
that extra space which the athlete can spend free 
time in peace. Materials used in the living spaces 
should be natural with the exception of carpeting to 
soften the spaces where needed. Lighting should be 
natural in the day, with built-in fixtures for night 
lighting. All winter sports are old events coming from 
years of developing the sport; but through 
development they have become modem events and 
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all design should therefore be of a modern style while 
not ignoring natural surroundings. 

LIVING QUARTERS--SHORT TERM: Short 
term living is more than simply having a bed to lay in.· 
Short ~rm living should be intertwined. wi~ the long 
term qu"rters. These units should be appreciably 
smaller than those of the long term quarters. Each 
should have a separate living and sleeping space, both 
following the same ideas as their larger counterparts 
in the long term quarters. Storage should be ample as 
well in these units. Exterior space is not as important 
in these units. Their inhabitants should be encouraged 
to wander about the facility. These units should of 
course be furnished with all necessities. In overview, 
J}lese units will be much like the long term quarters 
with the simple exception of being smaller. 

TRAINING AND CENTRAL AREAS ; Every 
village requires a village center, a landmark to anchor 
the village. The core area of this training center 
should house all activities which should keep the 
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athlete busy throughout the day and night. The 
specific areas in this core are many and varied, they 

···are listed below: 

. · ENTRY/WARMING: The entry to the center 
.· . should be of a grand nature~ Entry into such a large 

area should not be understated. · High ceiling~ with an 
.. atrium would possibly bring the visitor into a new 
surround~ng from the cold exterior. Care should still 
be taken not to loose the human scale. · 

· (NOTE: The following items listed in the 
"village center may create too large a complex. This 
situation may cause th~ creation of two structures · 
which would act as one . working unit. These 
possibilities are left Qpen to the designer.) 

.SKATING RINK: The ice rink should be at a 
focal point of all activity. This allowing for the 
spectator to easily find his way to the rink. Adequate 
sea~ing should be provided around the rink, but such 
that it will not interfere with the natural flow of traffic. 
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The rink should hold a grand design, even though the. 
area may not be as overwhelming as a large sports 
arena. The rink should be in close proximity with the 
dressing and trainer rooms. Bathrooms and other 

. conveniences for the fan should be reasonable 
distance from the spectator area. · 

MALL AREA: The mall area should include 
the entire village center. With the skating rink, ski 
and rental shop, and warming and convenience areas 
being it's main anchors. The mall area should provide 
the resident athlete with a pleasant atmosphere in 
which to walk, shop, or gather with others. The mall 
area should provide the criteria which was laid out in 
the background studies under the heading of malls. 

RETAIL SHOPS: Ten retail shops should 
consist of areas of 5000 square feet apiece. Each 
store will have the responsibility of designing it's own 
interiors, as the mall will only take interest in the 
exterior face of each. 
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RBSTARAUNTS AND ENTERTAINMENT: 
There should be five areas of 10,000 square feet set 
aside for entertainment purposes. These areas should 
be centrally located, possibly around the skating rink. 
All owners should be encouraged to use the side 
walks of the mall for tables and such so to bring 
interest to the mall sidewalks. Three areas of varying 
sizes should be set aside ·for abrs and entertainment 
areas. These areas could be placed at the perimeters 
of the mall area, but this is not a necessity. Patio or 
terrace space is again encouraged for these areas, as 
this will bring interest to these areas. 

SKI · RENTAL AND RETAIL SHOP: An 
area to exceed 10,000 square feet should be given for 
a ski retail and rental shop. This shop should be 
outfitted with all state of the art equipment and will 
therefore draw from not only the complex but from all 
surrounding areas. This shop should contain clothing· 
for both competition and leisure, all equipment 
pertinent to winter sports, as well as rental equipment 
for same. This store will liken a department store in a 
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large city, this one will simply be a department store 
for winter sports. 

TRAINING AREAS: 20,000 square feet 
should be left for the training areas. This space will 
include multi-purpose rooms, .weigh~ areas, as well as 

. . 

· · space for stretching. This space will be left as only a 
space by the architect as the trainer in charge at The 
Competitive Edge will arrange the workout stations 
as needed by his requirements. A running track 
should also be provided in this area. The work out 
area should be located .in clos~ proximity to the 
dressing rooms so the athlete does not have need to 
walk through the public to work out. 

GYMNASIUM: A small' gym should be 
provided next" to the work out area. The restrictions 
on the gym are few. Simply that it must hold at least 
one full basketball court. There is a possibility that 
the gym_ could be larger and conv~rt into tennis courts 
for off season training, but this is left to the designer. 
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POOL: An indoor pool should be provided. 
The pool should be Olympic standard. This facility 
could be used to train Olympic swimmers on a year
round basis. The pool should also be within close 
proximity of the dressing room. 

DRESSING ROOM: Dressing areas should be 
provided for both men and women. The dressing 
areas should contain lockers, showers, training rooms, 
as well as sauna and whirl pools. The dressing rooms 
will obviously need to be centrally located to all 
training facilities. Access to the dressing rooms from 
the outside is also a necessity so to service outdoor 
sports. 

CLINIC: A small clinic will be necessary so to 
treat all injuries in the complex. This clinic wiij, 
consist of a large room with four examination tables, 
two private rooms for exams, an x-ray room as well 
as an office for a resident physician. 
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WARMING AREA: As the ski/rental shop 
will be one anchor, and dte training area will be 
another, the warming area will be the third. A large 
space should be set aside for use as a wanning area. 
This area should provide the user with a variety. of 
fast foods as well as areas in which to sit and gather. 
A large ·fireplace is a must for this area. The area 

.. should also act as a lobby of sorts for all offices of the 
complex~ though care should be taken to properly 
separate the two. 

OFFICES: Ten offices, each 200 squ~re feet, 
will be provided for all the business need~ of the 
complex. A central area will be provided for two 
secretaries to service each office. 

OUTDOOR FACILITIES:· Several outdoor 
facilities will be provided by other contracts than the 
arch_itect. Those being the ski slopes, lifts and lift 
huts, bobsled course, louge course, and ski jump. 
Another outdoor facility which will not be covered in 
this program is the parking. As the village grows, it 
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will require a non-denominational church, this building 
is not included in this thesis project. 
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SUMMARY 

. In summary, The Competitive Edge will be a 
. training facility for both the professional and the 

· amateur athlete. The center will have living quarters 
for 500 athletes. These quarters will be available for 

. athletes who stay fo~ extended periods of time as 
well as those who stay for a short period of tiine. 
The community will have a central structure, which 
will consist of space for entry and warming area, a 
retail mall area which will have both retail and 
restaurant space, . a large ski and rental shop, . a 
skating rink, with spectator seating, training area for 
weights, a gymnasium, a pool, a clinic, a large 
warming area, and offices for administrators. 

The Competitive Edge will fill the huge gap 
which other competing nations have created by their 
building of large training programs, and training 
centers. The Competitive Edge will also create a 
center where the American athletes can create a 
new national pride of competition, which w.ill 
increase American potentials in international events. 
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